Congratulations on officially being part of Owl Nation! Follow these steps to ensure you’re ready for Orientation and then the first day of class. You can download your guide and check off each item to be sure you’ve completed each important step.

We are here for you, and you can contact the Office of Admissions any time you have questions.

https://admissions.kennesaw.edu

You’ve created a lot of unique logins while applying to universities, but we have good news for you. This is the last one you’ll need for a while. You’ll use your NetID to access Owl Express and complete many of your enrollment tasks. Also, it will be your official login as a student at Kennesaw State. Let’s get started by activating your KSU Netid.

https://uits.kennesaw.edu/support/netid.php

Show your KSU pride by downloading and displaying KSU-themed wallpapers, social media covers, and using the hashtag #wisechoiceksu on Instagram!

Learn more at: https://admissions.kennesaw.edu/downloads.php

CHECK FOR HOLDS AND SUBMIT FINAL TRANSCRIPTS

Unresolved holds will halt your registration for classes. Admission is pending until your final official transcripts are received. Before Orientation, check for holds or missing transcripts in Owl Express.

https://uc.kennesaw.edu/orientation/ignition/index.php

Sessions typically take place May - August and fill quickly. You may sign-up beginning December 1.

https://advising.kennesaw.edu/

SCHEDULE TIME TO CONNECT WITH ADVISING

Schedule an introductory meeting with your advisor prior to your Orientation session. Your advisor will guide you through your academic major toward graduation.

https://ksuhousing.kennesaw.edu

APPLY FOR HOUSING

Make the most of your college experience by living on campus! You will have an opportunity to build relationships with other students that can last a lifetime.

The housing application opens in November. Hall assignments typically are released in March, and room/roommate assignments typically are released in July.

https://fiscalservices.kennesaw.edu/bursar/

TUITION AND BILLING

The Bursar provides information on tuition and payment options. You are encouraged to explore your options well in advance of the first day of classes.

https://financialaid.kennesaw.edu/

APPLY FOR FINANCIAL AID

Submit the FAFSA and KSU Scholarship Application any time after they open October 1 and November 1, respectively. While KSU offers many opportunities for financial aid and scholarships, be sure to research funding from other sources, as well.

March 1 is the priority application date for the FAFSA.

March 15 is the deadline for the Kennesaw State University Scholarship Application.

https://admissions.kennesaw.edu/orientation/ignition/index.php
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https://ksuhousing.kennesaw.edu

https://fi nancialaid.kennesaw.edu/

https://fiscalservices.kennesaw.edu/bursar/

CHECK FOR HOLDS AND SUBMIT FINAL TRANSCRIPTS

Unresolved holds will halt your registration for classes. Admission is pending until your final official transcripts are received. Before Orientation, check for holds or missing transcripts in Owl Express.

https://uc.kennesaw.edu/orientation/ignition/index.php
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SUBMIT IMMUNIZATION RECORDS

KSU requires all students provide proof of immunity verified by your health care provider. Documents can be mailed, hand delivered, or emailed to immunizationsvc@kennesaw.edu

SHOW YOUR KSU PRIDE

Show your KSU pride by downloading and displaying KSU-themed wallpapers, social media covers, and using the hashtag #wisechoiceksu on Instagram!

Learn more at: https://admissions.kennesaw.edu/downloads.php

HAVE QUESTIONS? WE’RE HERE FOR YOU!

ksuadmit@kennesaw.edu
(770) 423-6300